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Infrastructure Services

REPORT TO INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES COMMITTEE – 21 JUNE 2018
ROADS ASSET MANAGEMENT UPDATE
1

Recommendations
The Committee is recommended to:
1.1

Agree to receive an annual report on the condition of our road
infrastructure and how our most valuable physical asset is
managed and maintained;

1.2

Consider the Status and Options Report 2018 appended to this
report as Appendix 1; and

1.3

Consider how best to allow for the contents of the report when
making decisions relating to the future management of the road
network.

2

Background/Discussion

2.1

Reference is made to the minutes of the meeting of the Infrastructure Services
Committee on 4 October 2012 (Item 10, Page 1048), wherein, the Committee
agreed to formally adopt the Aberdeenshire Road Asset Management Plan
(RAMP) and Aberdeenshire Road Asset Management Handbook. The
development of these documents was supported through the Council’s
participation in the Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in Scotland
(SCOTS) Roads Asset Management Project. This project provides guidance
on best practice in road asset management and recommends “that reports are
prepared for each of the major asset groups, carriageways, footways,
structures, street lighting, and traffic management systems. A summary
committee report should be prepared to summarise the asset group ASORs
and make budget recommendations to the relevant committee and/or
management forum.”

2.2

Reference is also made to the minutes of the Infrastructure Services Committee
on 25 June 2015 (Item 8, Page 279), wherein, the Committee agreed to endorse
the work of Officers in using a RAMP model to develop options for prioritising
expenditure on Road Maintenance, and of 1 December 2016 (Item 7, Page
884), wherin, the Committee agreed to support the continuation of this work and
also noted the issues raised by Audit Scotland in their August 2016 report.

2.3

That report, “Maintaining Scotland’s Roads – A Follow Up Report” included
recommendations that Councils and Transport Scotland should:


Ensure that they use their RAMPs to inform elected members and Scottish
ministers of long-term investment plans for maintaining roads that take into
account the whole-life costing of treatment options.
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Ensure that the consequences of spending less than that necessary to
maintain current road condition adequately features in budget-setting
processes to allow elected members and Scottish ministers make informed
choices which take account of competing demands and priorities.

2.4

The Annual Status and Options Report 2018 is presented here (Appendix 1)
for consideration in accordance with these recommendations. This report
summarises the status of our road assets in terms of size, value and condition
and presents a number of investment scenarios for our major road assets. The
options presented and issues raised are in line with the nationally agreed
approach to Roads Asset Management and are also designed to assist with the
decisions that members require to take in the annual budget-setting process.

2.5

Plans to include highways assets in the financial reporting requirements for
local authorities have now been abandoned however we have continued to
quantify their value. The Depreciated Replacement Cost (DRC) for the main
asset groups have been calculated to be as follows:
Carriageways
Footways
Street Lighting
Bridges and Structures
Traffic Signals

£2,858,643,000
£228,306,000
£56,076,000
£191,934,000
£583,000

This gives a total of £3,335,542,000. By comparison the total value of all other
physical assets (heritage assets, assets held for sale, investment properties
and property, plant & equipment excluding roads assets) listed in the Council’s
accounts for 2016/17 was £1,776,780,000.
2.6

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report and are satisfied that the report
complies with the Scheme of Governance and relevant legislation.

3

Scheme of Governance

3.1

The Committee is able to consider and take a decision on this item in terms of
Section F1.1 of this List of Committee Powers in Part 2A of the Scheme of
Governance as it relates to Transportation, Roads, Landscape and Waste
Services.

4

Implications and Risk

4.1

An Equality Impact Assessment has not been carried out as part of the
development of the scenarios considered in Appendix 1 but would be, should
an alternative investment regime to 2017/18 be agreed on. Based on previous
work in this area changes in maintenance expenditure can impact on groups
with protected characteristics and so would have to be assessed.

4.2

There are staffing and financial implications associated with each of the
scenarios within the Report at Appendix 1. Increased expenditure to address
the current backlog would place pressure on Revenue and Capital budgets in
the short term but would also achieve the avoidance of future costs associated
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with highly deteriorated asset. A flat cash settlement or real term reductions will
see an increased requirement for teams to focus on reactive safety-based
activity and potentially a reduction in the number of staff retained in house.
Therefore, savings from Capital and Revenue may be impacted by redundancy
payments if such reductions cannot be accommodated through natural wastage.
A deterioration in road condition would be likely to lead to increased insurance
premiums and liabilities.
4.3

The majority of the long term strategic road network enhancements are not
allowed for within the current Capital programme but are identified as
aspirations in a number of current strategic documents. Whilst work on the City
Region Deal Transport Appraisal, next Regional Transport Strategy and
National Transport Strategy is ongoing and may allow for the levering in of funds
for some projects, the Report at Appendix 1 has also sought to identify the
potential requirements to bring the wider network up to a standard that better
supports our economic vision for the North East. Given the scale of our network
and the emerging work on place standards and masterplans in the main
settlements and CSNs, there is likely to be an increased demand for network
enhancements. This will require a significant level of appraisal and assessment
not currently allowed for prior to considering the case for investment.

4.4

The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a
Corporate Level: ACORP01 Budget Pressures, ACORP09 Operational Risk
Management and ACORP10 Environmental Challenges as the investment
scenarios included may put pressure on existing budgets, impact on reference
insurance liabilities and reputational risk as well as wider economy,
environment and wellbeing priorities within the Council Plan Corporate Risk
Register. The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on
a Strategic Level: ISSR01 Active Travel, ISSR02 Regeneration, ISSR03 City
Region Deal, ISSR04 Climate Change and ISSR08 Economic Development
Directorate Risk Registers as the scenarios set out to reduce expenditure would
impact on each of the above areas through a reduction in the ability of those
strategic priority areas within the Council Plan to be delivered.

4.5

All of the scenarios within Appendix 1 will impact on Town Centres as the
transport networks are what allow them to be accessed and a Town Centre First
Impact Assessment will be required for whichever investment option is favoured.

Stephen Archer
Director of Infrastructure Services
Report prepared by Ewan Wallace, Head of Service (Transportation), John Bruce, Roads Policy Officer and
David Armitage, Roads Policy and Asset Manager
23 May 2018
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1

Introduction
The Annual Status and Options Report is a product of our Road Asset Management
Plan, which records the level of service that the Council is aiming to achieve and
provides a means of identifying and prioritising the overall funding needs of our road
assets.
This report summarises the status of our road assets in terms of size, value and
condition and presents a number of investment options for our major road assets.
The scenarios presented and issues raised are designed to assist with the budget
setting process.
Asset groups considered are Carriageways, Footways, Lighting, Bridges and
Structures, Street Lighting, Traffic Signals. Strategic Transport investment scenarios
to improve the network in line with the aspirations of the City Region Deal are also
included. The Council has conducted a programme of inventory collection and
condition assessments over recent years. The information collected gives an
accurate picture of the extent of the areas roads infrastructure. An accurate record of
condition allows us to anticipate overall funding needs and predict the impact
investment scenarios will have on condition.
Road infrastructure deterioration is slow and often unseen, meaning that the impact
of investment cannot be assessed in the short term. The investment options
presented consider the projected impact over a 20 year period. This allows decisions
to be taken with an understanding of medium and long-term implications.
The financial tools used to develop forecasts consider the existing condition of our
infrastructure and scope the remedial costs of network improvement. It should be
noted that, unless otherwise stated, no allowance has been made for
construction inflation and forecasts are based upon today’s prices. Where
inflation has been allowed for, the Office of National Statistics non-housing repair and
maintenance 12-month output-price inflation figure of 1.4% (March 2018) has been
assumed. Whilst it is impossible to accurately predict price inflation over the next 20
years, this figure is used in projections over that period to give an indication of what
the effect of inflation might be on effective spending power.
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2

Carriageways

2.1 Status
The total length of public road maintained by Aberdeenshire Council is 5,529km or
3,436 miles. A breakdown of this total by class is given below:
A
Class Roads
B
Class Roads
C
Class Roads
Unclassified Roads

687km
799km
1,540km
2,504km

427 miles
497 miles
957 miles
1,556 miles

The gross replacement cost of our carriageways has been calculated to be £4.048
billion.
In the 2015 NHT survey, road condition scored 96.4% for importance and 40.6% for
satisfaction with Aberdeenshire respondents. This compares with national values of
95.0% and 38.5% respectively.
Road condition is measured by the Scottish Road Maintenance Condition Survey
(SRMCS). This is a traffic speed carriageway condition survey which uses
SCANNER (Surface Condition Assessment for the National Network of Roads)
technology to record parameters such as, smoothness, rutting, surface texture and
surface cracking. The survey data from two years of classified road surveys and four
years of unclassified road surveys is processed to calculate a Road Condition Index
(RCI) for every 10m of the surveyed road.
Traffic light colours, Green, Amber and Red have been assigned to different RCI
bands as shown below:




Green: An RCI score <40 where the carriageway is generally in a good state
of repair;
Amber: An RCI score ≥40 and <100 where some deterioration is apparent
which should be investigated to determine the optimum time for planned
maintenance treatment;
Red: An RCI score ≥ 100 where the carriageway is in poor overall condition
which is likely to require planned maintenance soon (i.e. within a year or so).

The SRMCS PI is made up from the total proportion of a network that is above or
equal to an RCI of 40 (i.e. both red and amber conditions). Low SRMCS PI values
are indicative of networks in good condition while higher values would be expected
for networks in poorer condition.
Figure 2.1 shows how our road condition has compared over the last 11 years
against the Scottish average while figure 2.2 illustrates the changes within
Aberdeenshire for each road class.
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Figure 2.1: SRMCS PI – Aberdeenshire and Scotland (all roads)
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Figure 2.2: SRMCS PI – Aberdeenshire Condition by Road Class
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Results from the current (year 2016-2018) Scottish Road Maintenance Condition
Survey indicates the following condition split for Aberdeenshire’s roads:
Green
Amber
Red
SRMCS PI

73.83%
22.81%
3.36%
26.2%

2486.0 miles
768.0 miles
113.1 miles
881.1 miles

While this result puts Aberdeenshire Council in the top quartile of roads authorities it
does indicate that there is a considerable length of the network that requires further
work to bring it back into a good condition. The latest estimate (2017) of this
maintenance backlog was in excess of £88m.

2.2

Key Issues
It is well recognised that appropriate, targeted early investment in carriageway
maintenance offers long term cost savings. The options modelled later in this report
show that effective use of budgets and planned remedial and preventive measures,
at the earliest stage of deterioration, is the most cost-effective strategy to maintain
our assets. This general principle applies to all assets.
The Council has spent an average of £12.6m per year over the last six years on
planned maintenance (see figure 2.3). This investment has allowed the condition of
the road network to remain relatively steady over the period however it should be
noted that recent winters have been comparatively mild and that current investment
levels would be insufficient to maintain current conditions if more severe winters were
encountered.
Figure 2.3: Historic Investment Levels
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2.3 Investment Scenarios (Planned Maintenance)
Scenario 1: 40% cut from current levels of investment
Such a large cut would lead to significant deterioration, with 44% of our roads
requiring attention after 20 years. The volume of reactive temporary repairs would be
expected to rise, year on year, as would public liability claims. Customer satisfaction
levels would be expected to decrease significantly.
40% cut - flat spend of £6,578,400 pa
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Scenario 2: 10% cut from current levels of investment
A smaller cut would lead to continued deterioration, with 34% of our roads requiring
attention after 20-years. The volume of reactive temporary repairs would be
expected to rise, year on year, as would public liability claims and customer
satisfaction levels would be expected to decrease.
10% cut - flat spend of £9,867,600 pa
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Scenario 3: Continued funding at existing level (not inflation linked)
If the costs were assumed to increase by 2.1% each year, a continued planned
maintenance spend of £10.964m would result in significant deterioration with 31% of
our roads requiring attention after 20 years. The volume of reactive temporary
repairs would be expected to rise, year on year, as would public liability claims and
customer satisfaction levels would be expected to decrease.

Flat spend at current level - £10,964,000 pa
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Scenario 4: Steady state
An annual investment at the current rate of £10.964m (but inflation linked and
potentially rising to £14.28m by 2038) would maintain the road condition at existing
levels. The volume of reactive temporary repairs, public liability claims and levels of
customer satisfaction can also be expected to be maintained.
Steady state - £10,964,000 pa rising with inflation
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Scenario 5: Increased investment of £4.4m above current levels
An annual investment of £15.36m (rising to £20.0M in 2038) in planned carriageway
maintenance would lead to a significant improvement in the condition of our roads
with only 11% requiring attention after 20 years. The volume of reactive temporary
repairs would significantly reduce, as would public liability claims. Customer
satisfaction levels could be expected to improve.
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3

Footways

3.1 Status
The total length of footway maintained by Aberdeenshire Council is 1,571km or 976
miles. A breakdown of this total by material is given below:
Bituminous materials
Precast concrete slab
Stone
In-situ concrete
Precast concrete block

1,494 km
15 km
1 km
54 km
7 km

The gross replacement cost of our footways has been calculated to be £330m.
Footway surface condition is assessed visually by in-house survey teams who give
each section of footway a condition rating of 1 to 4. Table 3.1 gives the definitions
used in this assessment.
Table 3.1: Footway Condition Rating Definitions
condition rating

definition

1 acceptable

The footway is in an acceptable condition and currently requires no work
to be carried out on it.

2 safe but of
poor
appearance
(Aesthetically
Impaired)

The footway is free of defects and is safe. It however does not look good
as a result of:
 patches and/or trenches;
 slabs or blocks of different colours/materials (including
bituminous reinstatements in flagged footways);
 cracked but sound flags/blocks with no movement;
 loss of coloured surfacing or severely faded material.

3 minor
deterioration
(functionally
impaired)

The footway has minor deterioration such as:
 cracked flags/blocks showing some signs of movement;
 missing joint filer;
 minor fretting, fatting up, scaling or minor cracking of bituminous
footways;
 Moderate local settlement/subsidence or trips between 10 –
13mm.

4 major
deterioration
(structurally
impaired)

The footway has major deterioration such as:
 cracked and depressed or missing flags/blocks;
 flags/blocks with exaggerated movement;
 major cracking, fretting or scaling;
 trip hazards exceeding 13mm
 Poor shape, severe local settlement/subsidence creating a
difference in level greater than 30mm
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In the 2015 NHT survey, pavements scored 92.3% for importance and 62.1% for
satisfaction with Aberdeenshire respondents. This compares with national values of
93.1% and 55.0% respectively.
Figure 3.2: Footway Condition Rating
0.53%

11.00%

32.78%

55.69%

1
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3.2 Key Issues
Footway investment has reduced in recent years, with a focus being on treatment
techniques that extend the life of the asset, rather than repair and renew. This will be
effective in arresting the decline of the overall condition, but there remains a
significant length of our footways that are still in a poor condition.
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3.3 Investment Scenarios
Scenario 1: 20% cut from current levels of investment
If the current level of investment in footway planned-maintenance was reduced by
20% (i.e. a flat spend of £520,000 pa while costs rose with inflation) significant
deterioration would be anticipated with 36% of our footways functionally or
structurally impaired after 20 years. The volume of reactive temporary repairs would
be expected to rise, year on year, as would public liability claims and customer
satisfaction levels would be expected to decrease.
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Scenario 2: Continued funding at existing level (not inflation linked)
If the current level of investment in footway planned-maintenance was maintained
(i.e. a flat spend of £650,000 pa while costs rose with inflation) significant
deterioration would be expected with 33% of our footways functionally or structurally
impaired after 20-years. The volume of reactive temporary repairs would be
expected to rise, year on year, as would public liability claims and customer
satisfaction levels would be expected to decrease.
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Scenario 3: Steady state
An annual investment of £1.6m (rising annually with inflation) would maintain the
footway condition at existing levels. The volume of reactive temporary repairs, public
liability claims and levels of customer satisfaction can also be expected to be
maintained.
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Scenario 4: Increased investment to £2,200,000
An annual investment of £2.2m (rising annually with inflation) in planned footway
maintenance would lead to a significant improvement in the condition of our footways
with only 8% requiring attention after 20 years. The volume of reactive temporary
repairs would significantly reduce, as would public liability claims. Customer
satisfaction levels could be expected to improve
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Scenario 5: Increased investment to £2,600,000
An annual investment of £2.6m (rising annually with inflation) in planned footway
maintenance would lead to a significant improvement in the condition of our footways
with only 3% requiring attention after 20 years. The volume of reactive temporary
repairs would significantly reduce, as would public liability claims. Customer
satisfaction levels could be expected to improve.
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4

Street Lighting

4.1 Status
There are approximately 43,098 lighting columns and 44,775 luminaires across
Aberdeenshire. The average age of these columns is currently 22 years, however
there are 11,446 columns that have exceeded their theoretical service life.
Figure 4.1 shows the proportional split of our street lighting column stock by material
while table 4.2 gives theoretical service lives for columns of different materials.
The gross replacement cost of our street lighting infrastructure has been calculated
to be £106m.
Figure 4.1: Street Lighting Columns by Material

Table 4.2: Theoretical Service Life - Street Lighting Columns

street lighting column material

theoretical service life (years)

non-galvanised steel

25

galvanised steel

30

concrete

30

aluminium

50

stainless steel

70

cast iron

100
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A 12-year cyclical programme of electrical testing and inspection is in place. The
inspection compares details such as cable size, number of cores, and fuse and
circuit breaker ratings against circuit schematic diagrams. A visual assessment of
the column condition is undertaken and electrical tests including earth impedance
and voltage drop measurements are carried out.
In the 2015 NHT survey, street lighting scored 82.7% for importance and 71.7% for
satisfaction with Aberdeenshire respondents. This compares with national values of
84.5% and 67.9% respectively.

4.2 Key Issues and Current Investment Programme (LED lanterns)
There is an on-going project to invest some £6m over 5 years in energy efficient
infrastructure replacement (see Table 4.1). Additionally, LED lanterns are now
specified by the Council for all new and replacement schemes and for new road
construction consents for developers’ schemes.
27% of our lighting stock is now LED and conversion of the remainder should be
completed by 2020.
Table 4.3: LED Upgrade Programme

year

spend

cumulative spend

Annual revenue
saving

2015/16

£400,000

£400,000

£0

2016/17

£800,000

£1,200,000

£60,000

2017/18

£1,200,000

£2,400,000

£180,000

2018/19

£1,600,000

£4,000,000

£360,000

2019/20

£2,000,000

£6,000,000

£600,000

2020/21

£0

£6,000,000

£900,000

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively illustrate the month-by-month reductions starting to
be achieved through the programme in energy used and in carbon emissions.
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Figure 4.4: Street Lighting Energy Consumption

Figure 4.5: Street Lighting Carbon Emissions
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4.3 Key Issues and Proposed Investment Programme (Column
Replacement)
Following completion of the LED replacement programme it is recommended that the
Council address the potential issues associated with older and corroded columns.
The recommended option to achieve this would be an eight-year replacement
programme of £1,100,000 per year (at current prices) starting in 2020/21. This would
allow the replacement of all remaining non-galvanised and concrete columns with
longer-lasting galvanised-steel or aluminium columns. It would also enable the
replacement of lights currently mounted on wooden electricity poles with standalone
columns and allow wall-mounted lights to be renewed, or replaced on standalone
columns.
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5

Bridges and Structures

5.1 Status
Road Bridge Stock
94 Large Bridges (Spans 15m and Over), combined total span = 3.3km
288 Medium Bridges (5m to 14.9m Spans) combined total span = 2.3km
920 Small Bridges (1.5m to 4.9m Spans) combined total span = 2.2km
Overall Total 1302 Council Bridges carrying Aberdeenshire Road Network




54% of large bridges were constructed more than 100 years ago (44 % are
Heritage Listed).
69% of medium bridges were constructed more than 100 years ago (20 % are
Heritage listed).
The majority of small bridges are of indeterminate age (likely more than 100
years old).

Our bridges are regularly inspected and structurally assessed to provide condition
and strength information. This allows each bridge to have an indicative Safe Service
Life prediction based on current and future degradation and the projected structural
stability over time with no further maintenance / replacement investment. The result is
reflected as an Operational Alert Flag;
Red Flag: Expected safety closure by 2025 if no investment in optimum remedial
works.
Amber Flag: Expected safety closure by 2035 if no investment in optimum remedial
works.
Yellow Flag: Expected Safety Closure by 2050 if no investment in optimum remedial
works.
Green Flag: Expected to remain operational medium term with planned routine
maintenance.
The network criticality of the road carried by each bridge, in respect of benefit to the
regional economy, has been allocated to permit strategic prioritisation of the remedial
work banks;
Vital: Predominantly A Class Roads and other classes providing single access to
communities.
Important: Predominantly B Class Roads
Standard: Predominantly C and Unclassified Roads.
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Table 1: Number of Bridges by Network Criticality, Size and Operational Alert

Red

Amber

Yellow

Green

Large bridges carrying vital roads

2

4

19

19

Large bridges carrying important roads

1

4

3

15

Large bridges carrying standard roads

5

3

10

9

Medium bridges carrying vital roads

0

7

24

52

Medium bridges carrying important
roads

2

8

9

40

Medium bridges carrying standard roads

4

25

32

85

Small bridges carrying vital roads

1

7

5

177

Small bridges carrying important roads

1

11

3

171

Small bridges carrying standard roads

2

21

4

517

The gross replacement cost of our bridges has been calculated to be £211m.

5.2 Key Issues
Of our 1302 Bridges, less than 10% have been designed to modern vehicle loading
standards. There are currently 64 weak bridges of which 10 have weight restrictions.
Approximately 3,400 abnormal load
notifications are processed yearly.
45% of our large bridges and 75% of
our medium bridges have limited
abnormal load capacity. These
abnormal load movement restrictions
limit the movement of mobile cranes
and large pieces of civil and
mechanical equipment, including
movements required for the oil and
windfarm industries (for example
abnormal movements now prohibited
Banff Bridge (A98)
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Tillynaught Bridge (C27L)

on the A92 over Jubilee Bridge at
Inverbervie).
Over the past few years the major risk
to the bridge stock has been due to
extreme river spates due to major
storm events. In 2017 there have been
two bridge which have had to be closed
and repaired due to undermining of
abutments. In December 2015 and
January 2016 Storm Frank resulted in
significant damage to around 20% of
our bridges. It is anticipated that
climate change will make these events
more frequent and investment will be
needed to repair and refurbish scour
protection elements.

5.3 Investment Options
Scenario 1: Optimum 7 year investment needed to maintain steady state
A prioritised seven year investment profile has been considered to identify the
Optimum Investment necessary to maintain Steady State and mitigate against longer
term Safety Bridge Closures (to 2050).
Large bridges:
Medium bridges:
Small bridges:
Total

£15.1m
£ 6.8m
£ 1.8m
£23.7m

Scenario 2: Prioritised 7 year spend within current allocation
The Current Capital Plan Allocation (as of November 2017) for the 2018 to 2025 Plan
Period, for Bridges and Structures is £12.7m (54% of Optimum).
The Bridges and Structures line in the current Capital Plan has been apportioned to
Large, Medium and Small Bridges, based on Combined Total Length, with a Network
Resilience Weighting to reflect the fact that the larger the bridge, the increased, time,
complexity and scale for repair or replacement;
Large bridges:
Medium bridges:
Small bridges:

£8.3m (55% of Optimum)
£3.4m (50% of Optimum)
£0.9m (51% of Optimum)

After sequenced strategic prioritisation a cut line is establish to indicate
whether individual schemes fall above or below current allocation.
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Red, Amber, Yellow: Large Bridges (Allocation 2018 to 2025 of £8.3m)
Total: 51 out of 94 No. (54%)
Above Cut 9 No.
Below Cut 42 No. (Shortfall £6.8M)
Alert
Flag
No. Above
Cut
No. Below
Cut

Vital Road
Red
Amb
2
4
0

0

Yell
1

Important Road
Red
Amb Yell
1
1
0

Standard Road
Red
Amb Yell
0
0
0

18

0

5

3

3

3

10

Red, Amber, Yellow: Medium Bridges (Allocation 2018 to 2025 of £3.4m)
Total: 111 out of 288 No. (39%)
Above Cut No. 42 No.
Below Cut No. 69 No. (Shortfall £3.4M)
Alert
Flag
No. Above
Cut
No. Below
Cut

Vital Road
Red
Amb
0
7
0

0

Yell
24

Important Road
Red
Amb Yell
2
8
0

Standard Road
Red
Amb Yell
1
0
0

0

0

3

0

9

25

32

Red, Amber Yellow: Small Bridges (Allocation 2018 to 2025 of £0.9m)
Total 55 out of 920 No. (6%)
Above Cut 12 No.
Below Cut 43 No. (Shortfall £0.9M)
Alert
Flag
No. Above
Cut
No. Below
Cut

Vital Road
Red
Amb
1
7
0

0

Yell
0

Important Road
Red
Amb Yell
1
2
0

Standard Road
Red
Amb Yell
0
0
0

5

0

1

Overall shortfall option 2 over 7 years = £11.1m

9

3

21

4
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6

Traffic Signals

6.1 Status
Aberdeenshire has 12 signal controlled junctions and 42 signal controlled pedestrian
crossings (see figure 6.1).
The gross replacement cost of our traffic signals has been calculated to be £1.5m
Figure 6.1: Traffic Signal Assets by Type

6.2 Key Issues
37% of our traffic signals currently have modern LED equipment. Many of the preLED installations are quite old and will need extensive refurbishment within 10 years.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the aging profile of our traffic signal assets. The service life of a
traffic signal installation is considered to be 20 years.
Figure 6.2: Traffic Signal Assets by Age
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6.3 Investment Options
The energy savings achievable by converting signals to LED are lower than those for
street lighting but still worthwhile. It will also be necessary to replace the installations
older than 25 years within no more than 10 years. The recommended option to
achieve this would be a five year upgrade programme of £150,000 per year starting
in 2020/21. The total programme of £750,000 under this option would give energy
savings of approximately £5,000 per year and achieve the Aberdeenshire Council
carbon reduction target of 44% by 2025 in respect of traffic signals. This option
represents the minimum investment necessary to keep our stock of traffic signals in a
serviceable condition and achieve the required carbon reduction.
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7

Strategic Transport Investment Scenarios
Table 7.1 lists a series of costed strategic transport schemes (at 2017 prices) that
Aberdeenshire Council has currently set out as aspirations in studies and reports
considered by elected members since 2010 and/or which are the subject of ongoing
appraisal work. Without intending to pre-judge appraisal outcomes, this set of
schemes have been set out as a potential future programme of strategic transport
schemes likely to be promoted as priorities in the coming years. These are also likely
to emerge through the Strategic Transport Appraisal work within the Aberdeen City
Region Deal, which is at the Problems and Opportunities stage and work to develop
the next Regional Transport Strategy. There may also be an opportunity to link a
number of the projects to the work that Scottish Government will require to do on
their National Transport Strategy
From this list, two totals have been arrived at, representing a ‘minimum cost’ figure
and ‘maximum cost’ figure for these schemes. The former assumes that the lowest
cost option is the preferred option in each instance while the latter assumes the
opposite, that the ‘do maximum’ (and thus the most expensive) option is the optimum
solution in each case. These are therefore both extreme scenarios and somewhat
unrealistic, with the actual costs likely to be somewhere in the middle, but have been
used here to give a flavour of the outcome of various investment scenarios and to
allow for ease of analysis and comprehension.
Four different investment scenarios (table 7.3) are then considered, with an
estimation of the impact of each of these scenarios on delivery of the strategic
transport programme.
Scenario 1: Baseline Scenario - 2016-2032 Capital Plan
Scenario 1 is based on Aberdeenshire Council’s current Capital Plan 2016-2032
where, upon completion of the AWPR, there is no further investment in strategic
transport infrastructure proposed and therefore no further elements of the transport
programme aspirations are delivered.
Scenario 2: Maintain average annual current investment in strategic transport
projects beyond AWPR
Scenario 2 assumes continued strategic transport investment beyond the AWPR to
the tune of £15million per annum – this is based on an assumption that
Aberdeenshire Council’s £75million contribution to the AWPR can be split over 5
years (2014-2018), equating to £15million a year. This scenario therefore envisages
continued spend at this level each year to the end of the Capital Plan forecasting
period of 2032. Under this scenario, all ‘minimum cost’ projects can be funded by
2028/29 but only 48% of the ‘maximum cost’ projects could be funded by 2031/32
based on this level of expenditure.
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Table 7.1: Scheme Options

Scheme Options – Not Prioritised
Inverurie Interchange

Min. Cost (£000)

Max. Cost (£000)

2,930

2,930

13,400

13,400

310

310

Banff Bridge Extended Deck

3,400

3,400

Banff Bridge - New Ped/Cycle Bridge

2,900

2,900

Banff Bridge - New Road Bridge

4,900

10,000

Dyce to Newmachar Road Upgrade and
Realignment

18,000

38,000

Dyce to Oldmeldrum Road Upgrade and
Realignment

72,000

154,000

Newmachar Bypass

20,000

43,000

800

3,500

2,000

10,000

200

200

1,400

1,400

970

970

Westhill Bypass

50,000

100,000

Westhill Route Upgrades

25,000

50,000

Keith Hall Link Road

25,000

50,000

157,440

436,830

Schoolhill Park and Ride
Banff Bridge Widening

A947 Localised Alignment Improvements
A947 Climbing/Overtaking Lanes
A90/B9005 Ellon Roundabout Improvements
A90/A948 Ellon Roundabout Improvements
A90/A952 Toll of Birness Junction Improvement

TOTAL
Notes:

Those highlighted in yellow have been excluded from total costings as they represent
variations of options or the mid-cost options within a range. Those highlighted in blue
have been excluded from total costings as they are trunk road schemes which should be
funded by the Scottish Government.
Total costings include only the lowest cost and highest cost options in each respective
column (although obviously final options will be somewhere in between) i.e. both
represent extreme scenarios.
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Scenario 3: Maintain current investment in strategic transport projects beyond AWPR
Scenario 3 assumes continued strategic transport investment beyond the AWPR at
the same level as Aberdeenshire Council’s contribution to the AWPR in 2017/18 i.e.
£27million per annum. Under this scenario, all ‘minimum cost’ projects can be funded
by 2023/24, and 87% of ‘maximum cost’ projects could be funded by 2031/32.
Scenario 4: Maintain current investment in strategic transport projects beyond AWPR
+20%
Scenario 4 assumes continued strategic transport investment beyond the AWPR at
the same level as Aberdeenshire Council’s contribution to the AWPR in 2017/19 (i.e.
£27million per annum), plus an additional 20%. Under this scenario, all ‘minimum
cost’ projects can be funded by 2020/21 and all ‘maximum cost’ projects could be
funded by 2024/25.
All scenarios assume that this additional money is reserved solely for strategic
transport projects and not spread throughout the various transportation teams.
Figure 7.2: Cumulative Totals for each Scenario

Cumulative investment (2017 prices)
£500,000,000
£450,000,000
£400,000,000
£350,000,000
£300,000,000
£250,000,000
£200,000,000
£150,000,000
£100,000,000
£50,000,000
£0
18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/30 30/31 31/32

Year
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Min. £157,440,000

Max. £436,000,000

27,183
27,183
27,183

10,100

10,100

10,100

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

27,183

10,100

17/18

Scenario 1

16/17
0

32,620

27,183

15,000

18/19

Table 7.3: Strategic Transport Projects Allocations (£000)

0

32,620

27,183

15,000

19/20
0

32,620

27,183

15,000

20/21
0

32,620

27,183

15,000

21/22
0

163,100

139,065

75,000

20222027
0

163,100

139,065

75,000

20272032

493,963

424,145

247,283

37,283

total
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